Guidance on Implementing the WASH BAT Modules
Steps to Follow in Country or Multi-Country Groups

1. Decide level and sub-sector to analyse. Fill out Scope page.
2. Fill out participant(s) in group.
4. In turn of each criterion (each person facilitates >1 criteria):
   i. Score the criteria, with at least 2 getting orange/red score
   ii. Write 1-2 bottlenecks for at least 2 orange/red scores and 2-3 causes per bottleneck, with a priority cause selected
   iii. Write 1-2 activities to remove each bottleneck, with priority level and approximate timeline
   iv. Write estimated costs (order of magnitude) and financing available, to reveal a funding gap for some activities
   v. Allocate additional funds to some activities with a funding gap
   vi. Assign 1 responsibility per activity. -> Go to next criteria.
5. Review findings in reporting module/excel, prepare to report back
6. Record your learnings, feedback and questions to share back